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Fig. 6: the scale of the PG2 trace should range from -8 to 0
Throughout the paper some of the subscripts accompanying mathematical symbols have been misprinted:
a.c should be read as ac
DSC should be read as DC
PSC should be read as PSS
Qsc should be read as Qss
Page 663
First column, twelfth line from the bottom should read:
I s flashes (i.e., one second flashes)
Clay, J.R., Vol. 54, No. 5, November 1988
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Reference added by Author:
Chang, D.C., and J. Liu. 1985. A comparative study of the effects of tetrodoxin and the removal of external Na+ on
the resting potential: evidence of separate pathways for the resting and excitable Na currents in squid axon. Cell. Mol.
Neurobiol. 5:311-320.
D.C. Chang and J. Liu (1985) should be cited for the relative lack of effect of tetrodotoxin on resting potential, VR,
and for measurements of VR from intact axons.
Spencer et al., Vol. 54, November 1988
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We append the corrected version of Fig. 1:
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